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Background: Human adolescence is a crucial stage of neurological development during which ethanol (EtOH) consumption is often at its highest. Alcohol abuse during adolescence may render individuals at heightened risk for subsequent alcohol abuse disorders, cognitive dysfunction, or other
neurological impairments by irreversibly altering long-term brain function. To test this possibility, we
modeled adolescent alcohol abuse (i.e., intermittent EtOH exposure during adolescence [AIE]) in rats
to determine whether adolescent exposure to alcohol leads to long-term structural and functional
changes that are manifested in adult neuronal circuitry.
Methods: We speciﬁcally focused on hippocampal area CA1, a brain region associated with learning and memory. Using electrophysiological, immunohistochemical, and neuroanatomical approaches,
we measured post-AIE changes in synaptic plasticity, dendritic spine morphology, and synaptic structure in adulthood.
Results: We found that AIE-pretreated adult rats manifest robust long-term potentiation, induced
at stimulus intensities lower than those required in controls, suggesting a state of enhanced synaptic
plasticity. Moreover, AIE resulted in an increased number of dendritic spines with characteristics typical of immaturity. Immunohistochemistry-based analysis of synaptic structures indicated a signiﬁcant
decrease in the number of co-localized pre- and postsynaptic puncta. This decrease is driven by an overall decrease in 2 postsynaptic density proteins, PSD-95 and SAP102.
Conclusions: Taken together, these ﬁndings reveal that repeated alcohol exposure during adolescence results in enduring structural and functional abnormalities in the hippocampus. These synaptic
changes in the hippocampal circuits may help to explain learning-related behavioral changes in adult
animals preexposed to AIE.
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A

DOLESCENCE IS A critical period for cognitive,
emotional, and social maturation (Choudhury et al.,
2006) that is accompanied by the pruning of synapses, reﬁnement of neural circuitry, and changes in receptor expression
and sensitivity (Kilb, 2012). These processes contribute to
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the normal maturation of cognitive processes crucial for successful adult function, including planning, inhibitory control,
and working memory (Paus, 2005).
Adolescence is also a period during which alcohol consumption is often initiated and sustained at high levels (Squeglia et al., 2012). While it has become clear that adolescents
respond diﬀerently than adults to the acute eﬀects of ethanol
(EtOH) on learning, sedation, and motor function (Little
et al., 1996; Markwiese et al., 1998; Spear, 2000), the enduring
consequences of repeated EtOH exposure during this developmental period have only recently begun to be addressed.
In humans, chronic excessive alcohol use during adolescence has been associated with cognitive deﬁcits manifesting
in adulthood, particularly in the domain of memory function
(Brown et al., 2000; Hanson et al., 2011). In animal models
used to reﬂect human levels of consumption, behavioral studies have shown that adolescent intermittent EtOH (AIE)
exposure in rats results in long-lasting changes in EtOH sensitivity, consumption, and aversion (Diaz-Granados and Graham, 2007; Matthews et al., 2008; Risher et al., 2013). With
respect to learning and memory in particular, it has been
reported that AIE, but not chronic intermittent EtOH (CIE)
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exposure in adulthood, results in greater sensitivity to the spatial memory-impairing eﬀects of acute EtOH in the radial
arm maze, in the absence of an eﬀect on baseline learning
ability (Risher et al., 2013; White et al., 2000). Interestingly,
AIE has also been shown to reduce the eﬃcacy of EtOH to
impair spatial learning in the Morris water maze 24 hours
after the last EtOH dose (Silvers et al., 2003, 2006), although
it is noteworthy that the eﬀect may have been driven by withdrawal, tolerance, or both, given the brief delay between
repeated EtOH exposure and testing. Aside from the subsequent responsiveness to EtOH challenge, Sircar and Sircar
(2005) reported that AIE caused deﬁcits in Morris water maze
performance up to 25 days after the last EtOH treatment,
and fear retention deﬁcits have also been observed 25 days
following AIE exposure (Broadwater and Spear, 2013).
At the neuronal level in similar AIE rodent models (which
achieve equivalent blood EtOH concentrations [BECs]),
enduring functional eﬀects are produced that are not apparent when comparable EtOH exposure is administered in
adulthood. For example, AIE has been shown to reduce
A-type potassium current (IA) in GABAergic hippocampal
interneurons (Li et al., 2013), GABAA receptor-mediated
tonic current in dentate granule cells (Fleming et al., 2012,
2013) in adulthood, and protein levels of delta and alpha-4
GABA receptors in whole hippocampus (Centanni et al.,
2014), while comparable EtOH exposure during adulthood
did not produce equivalent long-lasting changes in these cellular functions or receptor proteins. Thus, not only does adolescent EtOH exposure promote long-lasting changes in
hippocampal cellular function, but that adolescence is also a
period of distinctive vulnerability to the long-term eﬀects of
EtOH, enduring even after an extended period of abstinence.
While these ﬁndings support heightened vulnerability to
the long-term consequences of repeated alcohol exposure during adolescence, the extent to which AIE alters subsequent
hippocampal neuronal, synaptic, and behavioral processes is
unclear. We used hippocampal slices to assess the long-term
eﬀects of AIE (an established model of intermittent EtOH
exposure) on CA1 structure and function. The CA1 area of
the hippocampus was selected because of its role in learning/
memory processes and because it has been a focus of studies
in the emerging literature on the enduring eﬀects of AIE.
Here, we assessed the eﬀects of AIE on long-term potentiation
(LTP), dendritic spine morphology (to determine whether
AIE alters synaptic structure that in turn can inﬂuence synaptic function), and postsynaptic density proteins; the latter of
which has been found to inﬂuence dendritic spine morphology and play a critical role in the recruitment and stabilization
of excitatory synapses and synaptic function (Be€ıque et al.,
2006; El-Husseini et al., 2000; Zheng et al., 2012). This
approach represents a comprehensive analysis combining
physiological, biochemical, and morphological assessments
that support the hypothesis that AIE results in neuronal
changes that persist into adulthood, emphasizing the vulnerability of this critical developmental period to insults that can
potentially alter the trajectory of brain development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All of the procedures used in this study were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the American Association for the
Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and the National
Research Council’s Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
and were approved by the Durham VA Medical Center and the
Duke University IACUCs.
Male postnatal day (PND) 25 Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles
River, Raleigh, NC) were double housed and maintained in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room with ad libitum access to
food and water. Animals were dosed using modiﬁed methods previously described (Risher et al., 2013). Brieﬂy, animals were allowed
to acclimatize for 5 days on a reverse 12-hour:12-hour light:dark
cycle (lights oﬀ at 9:00 AM) prior to beginning AIE or saline administration. All animals were exposed to AIE or saline beginning on
PND 30 and consisting of 10 doses of 5 g/kg EtOH (35% v/v in saline at 18.12 ml/kg; VWR, Suwanee, GA) or isovolumetric saline
administered by intragastric gavage (i.g.) using a 2 days on, 1 day
oﬀ, 2 days on, and 2 days oﬀ intermittent schedule for 16 days, followed by a 24- to 29-day washout period, thus allowing all animals
to reach adulthood prior to sacriﬁce. EtOH doses were selected to
produce BECs that are consistent with adolescent human BECs during binge drinking episodes.
Blood EtOH Concentration
To avoid the possible confounds associated with stress and
stress/EtOH interactions in experimental animals, a group of animals (n = 7) were dosed in parallel with the electrophysiology animals to assess BECs during the intermittent EtOH administration.
Animals were dosed (i.g.) on the intermittent schedule described
above with 5 g/kg EtOH (35% v/v in normal saline) beginning on
PND 30. Approximately 150 ll of blood was drawn from the lateral
saphenous vein at 60 minutes post-EtOH administration on the ﬁrst
and last day of administration. Serum was collected from centrifuged samples and stored at 80°C. Samples were analyzed in triplicate using an Analox GL5 alcohol analyzer (Analox Instruments,
Lunenburg, MA).
Electrophysiology
Twelve rats exposed to AIE and 12 controls were used for these
electrophysiological experiments. Extracellular ﬁeld recordings were
performed in the CA1 area of hippocampal slices using modiﬁed
techniques described previously (Bourne and Harris, 2011; Klein
et al., 2014; Swartzwelder et al., 1995). Brieﬂy, rats (PND 70 to 75)
were anesthetized with isoﬂurane, decapitated, and the brain quickly
removed. One hemisphere was randomly selected and prepared for
Golgi-Cox staining (as described in a later section), while the other
hemisphere was placed in ice-cold artiﬁcial cerebral spinal ﬂuid
(aCSF) consisting of (in mM) 116.4 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1 NaH2PO4,
26.2 NaHCO3, 10 D-glucose, 3.2 CaCl2, 1.6 MgSO4 and bubbled
with a gas mixture of 95% O2 to 5% CO2. Coronal sections
(400 lm) were cut using a vibratome and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. Slices were then transferred to a holding
chamber and maintained at 30°C for a minimum of 90 minutes
prior to recording. Slices were maintained at 30°C in the recording
chamber and perfused with aCSF at a ﬂow rate of 4 ml/min. A glass
micropipette (recording tip 2 lm, 2 to 4 MO containing 120 mM
NaCl) was placed in the CA1 stratum radiatum and ﬁeld excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) were elicited by stimulating the
Schaﬀer collateral ﬁbers with a concentric bipolar electrode (FHC,
Bowdoin, ME). An Axopatch 200B ampliﬁer (10 kHz low-pass
ﬁlter) and pClamp software (Sunnyvale, CA, RRID: rid_000085,
10 kHz sampling rate) were used to record all data. Input/output
curves were generated in all slices, and the subsequent baseline stim-
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ulus intensity was set at a level that elicited 40% of maximal fEPSP
slope. Baseline fEPSPs were recorded every 60 seconds for 25 minutes and LTP was induced using a theta burst stimulation (TBS)
protocol consisting of 2 stimulus trains, each consisting of ten
4-pulse 100 Hz bursts with a 200-ms interburst interval. The stimulus trains were delivered 30 seconds apart, at a stimulus intensity of
20, 30, or 40% of maximal fEPSP slope. fEPSPs were then evoked
with baseline level stimulus pulses every 60 seconds for 60 minutes
(n = 8 to 12/treatment group). LTP was deﬁned as >15% potentiation 60 minutes after TBS induction. Any slices that failed to maintain a stable baseline (more than  5% of baseline for 5
consecutive time points) were removed from the analysis.
Golgi-Cox Staining
Rats were handled and dosed with EtOH or saline as described
above (n = 5 per treatment group). Following the 24- to 29-day
washout period, Golgi-Cox staining was performed as previously
described (Risher et al., 2014). The animals (PND 70 to 75) were
deeply anesthetized with isoﬂurane, decapitated, and the brain was
quickly removed. One hemisphere was randomly selected, quickly
rinsed in distilled water, and immersed in a 1:1 mixture of solutions
A and B (Rapid Golgi Stain Kit; FD Neurotechnologies, Baltimore,
MD). The other hemisphere was placed in ice-cold aCSF in preparation for electrophysiology (as described above). After 2 weeks of
impregnation in solutions A and B, brains were transferred to solution C for 48 hours, then removed and frozen in tissue freezing medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatﬁeld, PA). Coronal slices
(100 lm) were sectioned using a cryostat (Microm HM 505E; ThermoFisher Scientiﬁc, Waltham, MA) and mounted onto 2% gelatincoated slides (LabScientiﬁc Inc., Livingston, NJ). Sections were
stained with a mixture containing solutions D and E, dehydrated,
cleared, and coverslipped with Permount.
Dendritic Spine Analysis. Golgi-impregnated neurons were visualized using the Neurolucida system (MBF Bioscience, Williston,
VT, RRID: nif-000-10382), and image stacks were generated using
a 1009 oil immersion lens. Each image stack was extracted using
ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) and subsequently imported
into RECONSTRUCT software (available from http://synapses.clm.utexas.edu/tools/index.stm; Fiala, 2005) for analysis as
described in Risher and colleagues (2014) with modiﬁcations.
Brieﬂy, secondary and tertiary dendritic branches of CA1 hippocampal neurons were analyzed using an unbiased rating system by
measuring the length and width of each protrusion with visible connections to the dendritic shaft from dendritic segments 10 lm in
length. Average spine densities were calculated using 2 to 3 separate
dendrites from at least 4 to 5 separate image stacks per animal.
Spine types were determined on the basis of the ratio of the width
(W) of the spine head to the length (L) of the spine neck and classiﬁed as (in lm): ﬁlopodia (L > 1.5), thin/long thin (L < 1.5 & L:
W > 1), stubby (L:W < 1), and mushroom (W > 0.6), also see Fig.
2B (Klein et al., 2014; Risher et al., 2014).
Dendritic Branching Analysis. Analysis was performed using a
Neurolucida system and NeuroExplorer: Neurophysiological
Data Analysis Package (MBF Bioscience, Williston, VT, RRID:
nif-000-10382). Neurons were visualized using a 409 oil immersion
lens. CA1 hippocampal neurons that were clearly visible and not severed in the sectioning and mounting process were randomly selected
and traced, taking into account both the length and width of all discernible dendritic branches. Final calculations for dendritic branch
number, length, and Sholl analysis were made from Neurolucidaderived numerical measurements based on 3 dendrite tracings per
animal. All Golgi-Cox images were prepared using a custom MATLAB code (available from c.eroglu@cellbio.duke.edu upon request).
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Immunohistochemistry
To probe for changes in the number of structurally mature synapses, VGlut1 was used as a presynaptic marker, and 2 members of
the postsynaptic membrane-associated guanylate kinases
(MAGUKs) family, the postsynaptic density protein-95 (PSD-95)
and synapse-associated protein 102 (SAP102), were used to identify
the postsynaptic partners. Rats were handled and dosed with AIE
or saline as described above (n = 5 per treatment group). Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described in Ippolito
and Eroglu (2010) with modiﬁcations. Primary (guinea pig antiVGlut1, EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, cat#AB5905, RRID:
AB_2301751; rabbit anti-PSD-95, Invitrogen, Life Technologies,
Grand Island, NY, cat#51-6900, RRID:AB_87705; and rabbit antiSAP102, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, cat#ab3438, RRID:
AB_303802) and secondary antibodies (goat anti-guinea pig IgG
488 Alexa Fluor, Life Technologies, cat#A11073, RRID:
AB_142018 and goat anti-rabbit IgG 594 Alexa Fluor, Life Technologies, cat#A11012, RRID:AB_141359) were prepared in 5%
normal goat serum, 0.2% triton in Tris-buﬀered saline solution.
Rats (PND 70) were deeply anesthetized with isoﬂurane and transcardially perfused with phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS), pH 7.4,
containing 25 U/ml heparin, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS. Brains were removed and postﬁxed for 24 hours at 4°C in 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS. The brains were rinsed in PBS and
placed in 30% sucrose in PBS. Upon sinking, brains were removed
and frozen in tissue freezing medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatﬁeld, PA) and stored at 80°C. Sagittal sections (20 lm)
were cut using the Leica CM 3000 (Leica Microsystems, Buﬀalo
Grove, IL) and placed in glycerol:Tris-buﬀered saline solution.
Glycerol was removed and slices were blocked with 5% normal
goat serum, 0.2% triton for 1 hour at room temperature. Slices
were incubated in primary antibodies for 3 days at 4°C, followed
by secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature. Sections
were rinsed and coverslipped with Vectashield mounting media
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Confocal z-stacks (5 lm
thick, optical section depth 0.33 lm, 15 sections/z-stack,
1,024 9 1,024 image size) of the synaptic zone in area CA1 were
imaged at 639 magniﬁcation on a Leica SP5 confocal laser-scanning microscope. Maximum projections of 3 consecutive optical
sections (corresponding to 1 lm total depth) were generated from
the original z-stack. The Puncta Analyzer plugin (available upon
request from c.eroglu@cellbio.duke.edu) for ImageJ was used to
count the number of co-localized, pre- and postsynaptic puncta (Ippolito and Eroglu, 2010).
Statistical Analysis
Comparisons between treatments were made using independentsamples Student’s t-tests for Golgi-Cox and immunohistochemistry.
Analysis of covariance was used for the Sholl analysis. Repeated
measures analysis of variance and independent-samples Student’s ttests were used for analysis of electrophysiological data. Degrees of
freedom were corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser procedure
where the assumption of sphericity was not met. All analyses were
conducted using SPSS (v.21/22; Chicago, IL, RRID: rid_000042).
Statistical signiﬁcance was assessed using an alpha level of 0.05. All
data are presented in ﬁgures as the mean  SEM.

RESULTS
Blood EtOH Concentrations
We assessed BECs to conﬁrm blood EtOH levels consistent with those observed during human drinking episodes.
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Animals that received 5 g/kg EtOH achieved average BECs
(in mg/dl  SEM) of 199.7  19.9 sixty minutes after the
ﬁrst dose and 172.8  13.3 sixty minutes after the last dose.
These BECs are consistent with those in our previous studies
(Acheson et al., 2012) and achieved by adolescent humans
during binge drinking episodes (NIAAA, 2004).
Elevated Propensity for LTP Induction After AIE
Prior to inducing LTP, we assessed whether AIE inﬂuenced the baseline stimulation/response–input/output (I/O)
curves; an indication of AMPA receptor function. We found
A

that AIE had no eﬀect on the I/O curve prior to TBS
(p = 0.237), suggesting that AIE does not appreciably alter
fast excitatory synaptic transmission driven by AMPA receptor function (Fig. 1C). Assessment of LTP after low intensity
TBS (20% of maximum fEPSP slope) showed that potentiation was elicited in both AIE and saline-treated animals over
the ﬁrst 4 minutes (control: 121.67%  2.33 and AIE:
130.92  1.98; Fig. 1D). This potentiation rapidly decayed
in saline control slices but persisted for 60 minutes in slices
from AIE animals, thus reaching criteria for LTP (>15%
potentiation 60 minutes after TBS induction). However,
following strong TBS trains (40% and 30% maximum

D
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Fig. 1. Adolescent intermittent ethanol (AIE) increases the propensity for long-term potentiation (LTP) induction in adulthood. Representative image of
a typical hippocampal slice showing the location of the STIM (stimulating electrode) and the REC (recording electrode) within CA1 (A). Schematic of the
hippocampal slice showing the major pathways projecting throughout the slice in relation to the STIM and REC (B). The fEPSP slope was plotted against
stimulus intensity to generate input/output curves for AIE- and saline-treated animals, F(1, 68) = 501.879, p = 0.474 (C). Time course of the averaged initial fEPSP slope during 25 minutes baseline and after 20% theta burst stimulation (TBS) (D). Saline-treated animals (filled squares) failed to maintain their
potentiated state beyond 4 minutes post-TBS, while AIE animals (open squares) maintained their potentiated state throughout the 60 minutes, thus
meeting our criteria for LTP, F(1, 19) = 946.079, *p = 0.045). Thirty percent TBS (E) and 40% TBS (F) protocols elicited robust, stable LTP in saline (filled
squares)- and AIE (open squares)-treated animals , F(1, 21) = 581.748, p = 0.542, and F(1, 16) = 1,240.989, p = 0.596, analysis of variance, respectively.
Arrows indicate onset of TBS. Representative images of pre- and post-TBS accompany all quantified data; black lines indicate pre-TBS traces, while red
lines indicate post-TBS traces (far right panel). *p < 0.05, n = 8 to 12 animals/treatment.
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fEPSP slope), robust LTP was observed in slices from both
AIE and saline control animals, with no AIE-dependent
change in the magnitude of LTP (Fig. 1E,F). These data
show that AIE results in an elevated propensity for LTP
induction by low intensity TBS in adulthood, suggesting that
AIE induces a hyperplastic state in hippocampal circuits,
which could interfere with further memory acquisition due
to enhanced metaplasticity (Brun et al., 2001; Moser et al.,
1998).
AIE Increased the Number of Immature Dendritic Spines and
Decreased the Number of Mature Dendritic Spines in Area
CA1 in Adulthood
Dendritic spine density and structural diversity are useful
indices of excitatory synapse number and maturity, respectively (Bourne and Harris, 2007, 2008; Matsuzaki, 2007).
Therefore, in order to determine whether changes in spine
morphology could contribute to the changes in LTP threshold observed after AIE, we conducted Golgi-Cox staining of
area CA1. We categorized and assessed 4 spine types representing stages of maturation throughout the life of the spine:
mushroom and stubby spines, generally considered to be
mature; thin/long spines with smaller spine heads, which represent the more intermediate to immature spine types; and
ﬁlopodia-like structures, which are considered to be the most
immature phenotype and are highly expressed during development (representative images are shown in Fig. 2A,C).
Given the increase in functional plasticity that we observed
in the LTP experiment, we hypothesized that AIE would
induce an increase in immature spine morphology in adultA

C

B
D

Fig. 2. Adolescent intermittent ethanol (AIE) results in an immature-like
dendritic spine phenotype in adulthood. Representative image of GolgiCox staining within CA1. Or = stratum oriens, CA1 s. rad = stratum radiatum (A). Examples of the dendritic spine types analyzed (from left to right):
filopodia, thin/long thin, stubby, and mushroom; the criteria for each spine
type are listed (B). Representative images of saline- and AIE-treated dendritic sections (C). Quantification of spine type (D). Independent t-tests
showed a significant difference in spine type with AIE promoting the development of more immature spines and less mature spines when compared
to controls: *p < 0.001, filopodia and stubby; p = 0.017, mushroom;
p = 0.041, long thin; 10 to 15 samples per animal (t-test), *p < 0.05, n = 5
animals/treatment.
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hood that may contribute to the adolescent-like threshold
for LTP.
As predicted, AIE resulted in a shift toward a greater
proportion of immature spines in adulthood. Speciﬁcally, we
observed an increase in ﬁlopodia (6.87%  0.01 vs. 11.36%
 0.01, saline vs. AIE) and long/thin spines (47.15%  0.03
vs. 51.37%  0.031, saline vs. AIE) and a decrease in the
number of stubby (10.93%  0.014 vs. 6.18%  0.01) and
mushroom spines (35.04%  0.02 vs. 31.09%  0.017)
(Fig. 2C,D). In addition, AIE subtly but signiﬁcantly
increased the length of all spine types (overall length [in lm]
saline: 0.8857  0.0159; AIE: 0.9238  0.0148; t
(842) = 1.758, p = 0.04). Despite the signiﬁcant changes in
spine type and length, AIE had no eﬀect on overall spine
width or density (data not shown). Thus, AIE drives a shift
in spine type toward an immature phenotype, and taken
together with our functional analysis, these ﬁndings indicate
that AIE leads to enhanced structural and functional plasticity within CA1 neuronal circuitry.
AIE Reduces Postsynaptic Proteins (PSD) in CA1 Neurons
The presence of immature-like dendritic spines after AIE
suggests alteration of postsynaptic features (Tada and Sheng,
2006). Therefore, we assessed changes in the abundance of a
member of the postsynaptic MAGUKs family, the PSD-95.
We chose PSD-95 because it is known to have mechanistic
inﬂuence over postsynaptic stability, excitatory receptor
insertion (Be€ıque et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2012), and spine
morphology (El-Husseini et al., 2000).
Using immunohistochemistry, we determined that
AIE reduced the punctate PSD-95 staining in the CA1
region of the hippocampus, t(27) = 2.249, p = 0.017
(Fig. 3B,E), driving a decrease in co-localized PSD-95/
VGlut1 puncta, t(27) = 2.385, p = 0.012 (Fig. 3B,C) in the
absence of an eﬀect on presynaptic VGlut1, t(27) = 1.604,
p = 0.06 (Fig. 3B,D). These data suggest that AIE not only
enhances the induction of hippocampal synaptic plasticity,
but may do so through sustaining the presence of immature synapses into adulthood, as reﬂected by an increase in
immature dendritic spines and a reduction in PSD-95. To
explore this, further, we assessed SAP102, which is also a
MAGUK postsynaptic protein that interacts with a multitude of membrane and cytoplasmic proteins including the
NR2 subunit, the same region that is required for the localization of excitatory receptor subunits to the PSD (Yuste,
2009). SAP102 was chosen because it is highly expressed in
immature spines (relative to mature spines) and has been
shown to not only compensate for a loss of PSD-95 but
also to be involved in excitatory receptor subunit traﬃcking and clustering (Elias et al., 2008).
Using immunohistochemistry, we determined that AIE
actually reduced the number of co-localized SAP102/VGlut1
puncta, t(27) = 2.363, p = 0.013 (Fig. 4A,B), which was driven by a reduction in SAP102 puncta, t(27) = 2.826,
p = 0.004 (Fig. 4A,D) as no changes in presynaptic VGlut1
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Fig. 3. Adolescent intermittent ethanol (AIE) reduces co-localized preand postsynaptic VGlut1/PSD-95 in adulthood. Schematic of a hippocampal slice showing the major projecting pathways in relation to the region of
interest (ROI) in CA1 (A). Representative images of immunolabeling of
CA1 hippocampal neurons in control and AIE animals for pre-(VGlut1) and
post-(PSD-95) (B) synaptic markers. Arrows indicate yellow co-localized
pre-(VGlut1) and post-(PSD-95) synaptic puncta. AIE significantly
decreased co-localized pre- and postsynaptic puncta (*p = 0.012, t-test)
(C), indicative of a decrease in synapse formation. This co-localization was
unaffected by the number of VGlut1 puncta staining after AIE (p = 0.06, ttest) (D) but rather was influenced by a significant decrease in the number
of PSD-95 puncta (*p = 0.017, t-test) (E). Three image stacks/animal and
n = 5 animals/treatment, *p < 0.05. Scale bar represents 10 lm.

were observed, t(27) = 2.410, p = 0.186 (Fig. 4A,C). Thus,
after AIE, SAP102 is not increased as would be expected in
immature spines, and SAP102 is not elevated to compensate
for a loss of PSD-95, indicating that the changes in LTP and
spine morphology may indicate spine/neuronal pathology
rather than immaturity per se. Nevertheless, these results
demonstrate that AIE results in signiﬁcant reduction in the
co-localized pre- and postsynaptic proteins (VGlut1 and
PSD-95 or SAP102) indicating a signiﬁcant change in the
synaptic structures as a long-term consequence of AIE.
AIE Does Not Produce Changes in Gross Dendritic
Morphology
Although the AIE-induced decrease in PSD-95 and
SAP102 puncta does not appear to be due to a decrease in
spine density (Fig. 2), it is possible that a decrease in overall
dendritic branching or overall dendritic number could drive

Fig. 4. Adolescent intermittent ethanol (AIE) reduces co-localized preand postsynaptic VGlut1/SAP102 in adulthood. Representative images of
immunolabeling of CA1 hippocampal neurons in control and AIE animals
for pre-(VGlut1) and post-(SAP102) (A) synaptic markers. Arrows indicate
yellow co-localized pre-(VGlut1) and post-(SAP102) puncta. AIE significantly decreased co-localized pre- and postsynaptic puncta (*p = 0.013, ttest) (B). This co-localization was unaffected by the number of presynaptic
VGlut1 puncta staining after AIE (p = 0.19, t-test) (C) but rather was influenced by a significant decrease in the number of postsynaptic SAP102
puncta (*p = 0.005, t-test) (D). Three image stacks/animal and n = 5 animals/treatment, *p < 0.05. Scale bar represents 10 lm.

the decrease in PSD-95 and SAP102 within CA1 (i.e., fewer
branches = fewer synapses). Therefore, we assessed changes
in dendritic branch number and length and conducted a
Sholl analysis. There was no signiﬁcant change in the Sholl
analysis, F(1, 1,076) = 0.249, p = 0.618 (Fig. 5), dendritic
branch length/total outgrowth, t(22) = 0.168, p = 0.434, or
branch number, t(22) = 1.18, p = 0.126 (Fig. 5), suggesting
that gross changes in neuronal morphology are not driving
the changes in PSD-95 and SAP102 puncta observed in
Figs 3 and 4.
DISCUSSION
The long-term impact of repeated EtOH exposure during
adolescence has become a topic of intensive interest and
recent investigation. Because EtOH is well known to aﬀect
memory and hippocampal function, and to do so more
potently during adolescence than adulthood (Spear and
Swartzwelder, 2014; White and Swartzwelder, 2004), the
enduring eﬀects of AIE on memory and hippocampal function are of particular interest. Previous studies have shown
that AIE alters hippocampal synaptic function and plasticity
(Sabeti and Gruol, 2008), but those studies did not address
whether the eﬀects of AIE persist into adulthood. Studies of
the more enduring eﬀects of AIE have shown impairment of
spatial learning (Sircar and Sircar, 2005) and retention of
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A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 5. Adolescent intermittent ethanol (AIE) does not alter dendritic
arborization in CA1 hippocampal neurons. High power image (A) and Neurolucida tracing reconstructions (B) corresponding to representative CA1
pyramidal neurons from saline- and AIE-treated rats (scale bar, 50 lm).
Sholl analysis showing the mean number of intersections that cross 10-lm
radii intervals showed no significant differences between treatment groups
(p = 0.618; C). There were also no significant differences in total outgrowth
or dendritic branch number (p = 0.434, p = 0.126, (D and E), respectively).
Data represent the mean  SEM from the following number of neurons:
saline (n = 11), AIE (n = 10).

fear conditioning (Broadwater and Spear, 2013) several
weeks after the termination of EtOH treatment, suggesting
that hippocampal function may be altered in a similarly
enduring timeline. Therefore, we measured LTP, dendritic
spine morphology, and synaptic structure in hippocampal
area CA1. We found that AIE increased the likelihood of
LTP at a low stimulus intensity that was insuﬃcient to
induce LTP in slices from control animals, reminiscent of the
propensity toward LTP induction by mild stimulus trains in
the adolescent hippocampus (Swartzwelder et al., 1995; Teyler et al., 1988). Synaptic immaturity after AIE was also indicated by Golgi analysis, which revealed an increase in the
number of immature dendritic spines and a decrease in the
number of mature spines. Immunohistochemistry indicated
that AIE diminished the number of VGlut1/PSD-95 and
VGlut1/SAP102 co-localized synaptic puncta. These eﬀects
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were driven by decreases in the postsynaptic markers, PSD95 and SAP102, in the absence of an eﬀect on presynaptic
VGlut1.
The increase in LTP induction that we observed after AIE
may be secondary to an imbalance of inhibitory/excitatory
mechanisms. This is important because EtOH aﬀects both
excitatory and inhibitory neuronal activity. In particular,
extrasynaptic GABAA receptors have been shown to be
highly sensitive to EtOH (Wallner et al., 2003), and we
recently showed that AIE reduced tonic inhibition in dentate
granule cells from adult rats to levels typically seen in adolescents (Fleming et al., 2013). We have also determined that
the GABAA delta receptor subunit, which drives tonic inhibition, is signiﬁcantly reduced after AIE in whole hippocampal
samples (Centanni et al., 2014). Further work will be necessary to determine whether these changes in tonic inhibition
are driving excitatory changes within the CA1 network.
However, it is feasible that the AIE-induced LTP changes
observed here could be due to changes in the excitatory/
inhibitory balance in the neuronal circuits within CA1.
Enhanced plasticity of this type has been associated with
memory deﬁcits and other neuropsychological impairments
(Zorumski and Izumi, 2012). Additionally, the biasing of
neural circuits toward excitatory synaptic plasticity has been
associated with neurotoxic liability (Olney, 1969), neuronal
death (Cull-Candy et al., 2001), and the occlusion of memory-related synaptic function (Moser et al., 1998). Thus, the
enhanced LTP induction that we observed after AIE could
reﬂect enhanced metaplasticity in hippocampal circuits and
predispose animals to deﬁcits in hippocampally mediated
learning and memory dysfunction.
Our observation of an AIE-induced increase in immaturelike dendritic spines in adulthood is intriguing in the context
of the observed changes in LTP induction. As overexpression
of PSD-95 has been shown to promote dendritic spine maturation and changes in dendritic morphology (Be€ıque et al.,
2006; El-Husseini et al., 2000; Zheng et al., 2012), we
hypothesized that AIE would also result in a decrease in
PSD-95, leading to the retention of this immature-like dendritic spine phenotype in adulthood (El-Husseini et al., 2000;
Zheng et al., 2012). Also, if these dendritic spines were truly
immature, and not just abnormal, they would contain more
SAP102: a PSD protein typically seen in immature spines
that can compensate for reductions in PSD-95 (Bonnet et al.,
2013). Although we found a reduction in PSD-95, indicative
of immaturity, we also found a reduction in SAP102. These
ﬁndings are important because changes in these PSD proteins have previously been associated with changes in spine
morphology typically observed in neurodevelopmental disorders (Tarpey et al., 2004; Zanni et al., 2010) and could inﬂuence receptor insertion. Thus, these structural changes may
reﬂect an underlying spine abnormality that is not necessarily
or exclusively related to functional immaturity.
In conclusion, these experiments demonstrate that the
adolescent hippocampus is vulnerable to EtOH-induced
neuronal insult, the sequelae of which last into adulthood
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and include morphological changes, alterations in memoryrelated synaptic plasticity, and the expression of postsynaptic
MAGUKs. These ﬁndings support the emerging hypothesis
that AIE induces an array of pathological neural changes
that can manifest with immature-like characteristics into
adulthood.
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